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Activities 

Before reading 

1. With the group: 

a. Draw a list of traditional fairy tales’ female and male characters (fairy, 

princess, knight, witch, ogre, wolf, etc). Write down the list on a board or a big 

piece of paper. Ask the kids to describe these characters. 

b. Listen to the propositions and identify the active characters (who lead actions 

that have an impact in the story) and the passive ones (whose presence is 

non-essential or without an impact in the story). 

c. Where are the characters interacting? Listen to the propositions and identify if 

those places are indoors (housekeeping universe) or outdoors (public place, 

nature). 

 

2. Individually: 

a. Ask them to imagine a male or a female character for a story. They have to 

find a name for her/him, a role (the action or his/her behaviour in the story) 

and a location. 

 

3. With the group: 

a. With the table attached, count the number of boys and girls drawn by the 

girls. Do the same for those drawn by the boys. 

b. Ask the students to observe the differences and similarities between the 

male and female characters. 

Abstract: Active and entertaining characters drawn in the author Elise Gravel's signature 
style will elicit giggles from kids and adults alike as they highlight all the weird and wonderful 
ways to be a kid. 
 
Short and sweet, You Can Be is a gentle reminder to embrace diversity in yourself and 
others, to be kind, and above all, to be YOURSELF. 



                         
c. Is there a higher number of male characters? Female ones? Are the roles 

or actions associated with girls active or passive? What about the boys’ 

roles and actions? 

d. Are the locations associated with girls and boys indoors or outdoors? 

 

After reading the book 

1. Ask the children the following questions: 

a. According to you, are the characters close to reality? 

b. Would you like to be able to be anything you would like and choose your roles? 

c. Are stereotypes preventing you from doing what you want to or is it something 

else? 

2. Present the Girls can be and Boys can be posters. 

 

Included material: 

● You Can Be Book 

 

Material to prepare (not included): 

● Blank paper 

● Colour pencils 

● Copy of the Statistical compilation table 

● Copy of the Girls Can Be and Boys Can Be posters 

 

 

 

 

 



                         

 



                         

 



                         

 


